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Thank you extremely much for downloading Victories And Sacrifices Star Wars Clone Wars Vol 2.Maybe you have knowledge
that, people have look numerous times for their favorite books in the same way as this Victories And Sacrifices Star Wars
Clone Wars Vol 2, but end taking place in harmful downloads.
Rather than enjoying a fine book next a mug of coffee in the afternoon, then again they juggled later than some harmful virus
inside their computer. Victories And Sacrifices Star Wars Clone Wars Vol 2 is understandable in our digital library an online
entrance to it is set as public fittingly you can download it instantly. Our digital library saves in multiple countries, allowing you
to get the most less latency period to download any of our books with this one. Merely said, the Victories And Sacrifices Star
Wars Clone Wars Vol 2 is universally compatible later than any devices to read.

The Clone Wars: Season 7: Volume 1 (Star Wars) Mar 02 2020 Star Wars: The Clone Wars Screen Comix is a graphic novelstyle retelling with full-color images and dialogue from the show! The first six episodes of Star Wars: The Clone Wars' revival
seventh season are retold in the new Screen Comix format. Follow classic characters like Ahsoka Tano, Obi-Wan Kenobi,
Anakin Skywalker, and Yoda--voiced by the series' original cast--in the epic story of the deadly Clone Wars in the new season
on Disney+. The Star Wars: The Clone Wars Screen Comix is a 320-paged graphic novel-style retelling of the show, featuring
final frames and dialogue from the series in vibrant full color, will delight fans of all ages.
I Am a Padawan (Star Wars) May 04 2020 Meet Ahsoka Tano, a brave Jedi-in-training--also known as a Padawan--in this
Star Wars Little Golden Book written by Ashley Eckstein! This Little Golden Book follows the journey of Ahsoka Tano, a brave
Padawan from the epic Star Wars space saga, as she learns the mysterious ways of the Force from her Jedi teachers Anakin
Skywalker, Yoda, and Obi-Wan Kenobi. Written by Ashley Eckstein, the voice of Ahsoka Tano in the Star Wars: The Clone
Wars and Star Wars: Rebels animated series, this beautifully-illustrated book is perfect for Star Wars--and Little Golden
Book--fans of all ages!
No Prisoners: Star Wars Legends (The Clone Wars) Apr 26 2022 The Clone Wars rage on. As insurgent Separatists fight
furiously to wrest control of the galaxy from the Republic, Supreme Chancellor Palpatine cunningly manipulates both sides for
his own sinister purposes. Torrent Company’s Captain Rex agrees to temporarily relieve Anakin Skywalker of Ahsoka, his
ubiquitous–and insatiably curious–Padawan, by bringing her along on a routine three-day shakedown cruise aboard Captain
Gilad Pellaeon’s newly refitted assault ship. But the training run becomes an active–and dangerous–rescue mission when
Republic undercover agent Hallena Devis goes missing in the middle of a Separatist invasion. Dispatched to a distant world to
aid a local dictator facing a revolution, Hallena finds herself surrounded by angry freedom fighters and questioning the
Republic’s methods–and motives. Summoned to rescue the missing operative who is also his secret love, Pellaeon–sworn to
protect the Republic over all–is torn between duty and desire. And Ahsoka, sent in with Rex and six untested clone troopers to
extract Hallena, encounters a new and different Jedi philosophy, which shakes the foundation of her upbringing to the core. As
danger and intrigue intensify, the loyalties and convictions of all involved will be tested. . . . Features a bonus section following
the novel that includes a primer on the Star Wars expanded universe, and over half a dozen excerpts from some of the most
popular Star Wars books of the last thirty years!
Clone Troopers in Action Dec 31 2019 Get your child hooked on reading and discover what life is like for a Clone Trooper.
This action-packed Star Wars Reader features the Clone Troopers in Action - born as clones and trained to be soldiers from
childhood. Watch as your child meets the Galactic Army's famous soldiers - the nucleus for the armed forces of the Galactic
Empire. This Reader is filled with details on armour, training, weapons, spaceships and battles to excite even the smallest Star
Wars fan! Filled with amazing pictures from Star Wars, it's an out-of-this-world read. And don't forget, there's a galaxy-full of
DK Star Wars books to collect.
Star Wars Jan 30 2020 Aren't we lucky! Star Wars Fandex Deluxe is a perfect meeting of format and content, bringing all the
virtues of Fandex to the supergalactic saga of our times, delivering an obsessive deck for the obsessive fan (and the perfect
cheat sheet for parents who want to know what their kids are talking about). Darth Vader. Obi-Wan Kenobi. Luke Skywalker.

Han Solo and Chewbacca, Emperor Palpatine, PadmŽ Amidala, Darth Sidious, Boba Fett, Qui-Gon Jinn, and, of course, Yoda,
C-3PO, R2-D2, and Jabba the HuttÑin die-cut card after die-cut card, Star Wars Fandex Deluxe celebrates the pantheon of
immortals from the Star Wars galaxy. Star Wars Fandex Deluxe is authorized by and written in close collaboration with
Lucasfilm. This deluxe title comprises 75 die-cut cards, 50 percent more than standard Fandex, and it includes not only the
beloved characters, but also starships, droids, gadgets, and more. And the text is packed with fascinating information. Get to
know the other Jedi Knights, like Plo Koon and Shaak Ti. The difference between a clone trooper and a stormtrooper. The
architects of the Death Star. Plus the secret of Darth VaderÕs paternal lineage, why there can be only two Sith Lords at any
given time, and much more. It's the essential Fandex for every Star Wars buff.
Star Wars Feb 10 2021 Presents character profiles for over two hundred heroes, villains, and droids in "Star Wars: The Clone
Wars", and details their allegiances, talents, and homeworlds.
Star Wars: Clone Wars Adventures Volume 9 Aug 26 2019 The battle for the fate of the galaxy is on, and you've got a front
seat! The Clone Wars have spread to every corner of the Star Wars universe, bringing with them more death-defying Jedi
rescues, more terrifying monster attacks, and more planet-shaking confrontations between armies of droids and clones!
Featuring four all-ages adventures, this volume is jam packed with only the most awesome heroes and most dastardly villains
locked in a conflict of epic proportions! Every Star Wars fan is sure to love the amazing action, blazing lightsabers, and thrill-aminute plot twists in this full-tilt collection of stories, told in the same stripped-down style as Cartoon Network's series Star
Wars: Clone Wars!
Star Wars, the Clone Wars Oct 09 2020 Meet the Bounty Hunters! Features all the dangerous bounty hunters, plus other new
characters, vehicles, locations, weapons, equipment, great storylines and explosive moments. Packed full of new animation,
character poses and fascinating facts from seasons one and two of the TV series, perfect for any Star Wars fan.
Star Wars: Brotherhood Oct 21 2021 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Obi-Wan Kenobi and Anakin Skywalker must stem
the tide of the raging Clone Wars and forge a new bond as Jedi Knights in a high-stakes adventure set just after the events of
Star Wars: Attack of the Clones. The Clone Wars have begun. Battle lines are being drawn throughout the galaxy. With every
world that joins the Separatists, the peace guarded by the Jedi Order is slipping through their fingers. After an explosion
devastates Cato Neimoidia, the jewel of the Trade Federation, the Republic is blamed and the fragile neutrality of the planet is
threatened. The Jedi dispatch Obi-Wan Kenobi, one of the Order’s most gifted diplomatic minds, to investigate the crime and
maintain the balance that has begun to dangerously shift. As Obi-Wan investigates with the help of a heroic Neimoidian guard,
he finds himself working against the Separatists who hope to draw the planet into their conspiracy—and senses the sinister
hand of Asajj Ventress in the mists that cloak the planet. Amid the brewing chaos, Anakin Skywalker rises to the rank of Jedi
Knight. Despite the mandate that Obi-Wan travel alone—and his former master’s insistence that he listen this time—Anakin’s
headstrong determination means nothing can stop him from crashing the party, and bringing along a promising but conflicted
youngling. Once a Padawan to Obi-Wan, Anakin now finds himself on equal—but uncertain—footing with the man who raised
him. The lingering friction between them increases the danger for everyone around them. The two knights must learn a new
way to work together—and they must learn quickly, to save Cato Neimoidia and its people from the fires of war. To overcome
the threat they face they must grow beyond master and apprentice. They must stand together as brothers.
The Clone Wars: Stories of Light and Dark Aug 31 2022 An epic clash between the forces of light and dark, between the
Galactic Republic and the Separatists, between brave heroes and brilliant villains?the fate of the galaxy is at stake in the
Emmy Award-winning animated series, Star Wars: The Clone Wars. In this exciting anthology, eleven authors who are also
fans of the series bring stories from their favorite show to life. Gathered here are memorable moments and stunning
adventures, from attempted assassinations to stolen bounties, from lessons learned to loves lost. All of your favorite
characters from The Clone Wars are here: Anakin Skywalker, Yoda, Obi-Wan Kenobi, Ahsoka Tano, Captain Rex, Darth Maul,
Count Dooku and more!
Breakout Squad Aug 19 2021 Eager to uncover the secret of the origins of the mysterious ship Malevolence, the Clones and
their Jedi General go on a quest deep into Wild Space to search for clues and get answers to the questions they seek.
Star Wars: Clone Wars Volume 1 - The Defense of Kamino Sep 19 2021 The Clone Wars have begun! Ever since they were
mentioned in the very first Star Wars film, fans have been dying to know more. Attack of the Clones offered a glimpse, but
"The Defense of Kamino" brings the galaxy-wide conflict into full view! Two undercover Jedi discover a Separatist plan to
destroy the cloning facility on the watery world of Kamino, thus crippling the Republic's ability to maintain their clone army. ObiWan Kenobi and Anakin Skywalker are part of a Jedi fighter squadron sent to protect the installation, but they learn that there
are heroes fighting for the Separatist cause as well as for the Republic, and that Jango Fett, though dead, still has something
to say about how this war is fought! Meanwhile, Mace Windu, the leader of the Jedi Council, must deal with a rift in the Jedi
ranks--a matter that reveals a Jedi traitor and a new Dark Jedi working in league with Dooku. Mace is considered one of the
best swordsmen in the galaxy, but can he stand up to the swordmaster who taught him everything he knows--including the
mysterious techinque known as "Vaapad"? New characters and new worlds are revealed as the Clone Wars spreads
throughout the galaxy! This volume collects Star Wars: Republic #49-50 and Star Wars: Jedi -- Mace Windu
Star Wars Character Encyclopedia Updated And Expanded Edition Jul 26 2019 The definitive e-guide to more than 275
heroes, villains, aliens, and droids of the Star Wars galaxy The latest edition of this beloved title has been comprehensively
updated to include new characters from Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker and both seasons of Star Wars: The Mandalorian.
Want to learn more about the Knights of Ren? Where is Padmé Amidala from? How tall is Grogu? To learn the answers to
these questions and more, look no further than Star Wars: Character Encyclopedia, Updated and Expanded Edition. Written by
Star Wars experts, the ebook is full of fun facts and intriguing information that's guaranteed to enthrall fans of all ages. With

plenty of lesser-known details, even die-hard fans will learn new facts about iconic characters. © & TM 2021 Lucasfilm Ltd.
The Battle Begins Apr 14 2021 A picture book of the new computer-generated animated movie retells the adventures of Jedi
Knights Anakin Skywalker and Obi-Wan Kenobi as they battle against the villainous Sith.
Star Wars: Clone Wars Adventures Volume 6 Mar 26 2022 Four more thrilling tales of planets in peril and Jedi in jeopardy!
The Clone Wars grind through the galaxy, shaking every system to its core and testing loyalties on both sides of the conflict.
The last days of the Jedi are at hand, but if their Order is to fall, they're going down swinging! Presenting another round of
lightning-paced, action-packed, all-ages Star Wars goodness, all told in the same stripped-down stylization as Cartoon
Network's micro-series. • The Clone Wars Adventures series are a top seller, and very kid-friendly, perfect for younger
readers.
The Art of Star Wars Jan 24 2022 ANIMATION. "Star Wars: The Clone War", the blockbuster 3D animated movie and TV
series, covers events between the live-action movies "Attack of the Clones" and "Revenge of the Sith" and features characters
and events previously unseen anywhere else in the "Star Wars" saga, alongside Anakin, Obi-Wan, Yoda and Mace Windu.
This full-colour book is bursting with final images and development artwork for characters, creatures, planets and vehicles,
covering every aspect of the creation of the hit movie and TV series, accompanied by comment from the creative team. With a
Foreword by George Lucas and packed with previously unseen artwork, this book is a must for fans of "Star Wars", cuttingedge animation and beautiful artwork.
Star Wars Aug 07 2020
Battle Surgeons: Star Wars Legends (Medstar, Book I) May 16 2021 As Civil War between the Republic and the Separatists
rages across the galaxy, nowhere is the fighting more fierce than on the swamp world of Drongar, where a beleaguered mobile
hospital unit wages a never-ending war of its own . . . A surgeon who covers his despair with wise-cracks; another who faces
death and misery head-on, venting his emotions through beautiful music . . . A nurse with her heart in her work and her eye on
a doctor . . . A Jedi Padawan on a healing mission without her Master . . . These are the core members of a tiny med unit
serving the jungle world of Drongar, where battle is waged over the control of a priceless native plant, and an endless line of
medlifters brings in the wounded and dying—mostly clone troopers, but also soldiers of all species. While the healers work
desperately to save lives, others plot secretly to profit from the war—either by dealing on the black market or by manipulating
the events of the war itself. In the end, though, all will face individual tests, and only those of compassionate hearts and
staunch spirits can hope to survive to fight another day.
Meet Ahsoka Tano Jan 12 2021 Ahsoka Tano is a new Padawan on her very first mission. This storybook introduces young
readers to this heroine, who appears in the new animated feature film "Star Wars: The Clone Wars." Full color.
Star Wars, the Clone Wars May 28 2022 The forces of the Republic are battling the Separatist threat in this sequel to Star
wars, the clone wars visual guide. The book includes images from Season I and II of Star Wars: the clone wars.
The mystery of Kiros Dec 11 2020 Jedi: Obi-Wan Kenobi, Anakin Skywalker, Master Yoda, Master Mace Windu, and others,
will be joined by a few new faces as they fight to maintain the true spirit of the Republic. Spotlight editions are printed on highquality paper and with reinforced library bindings specifically printed for the library market. Grades 6-12.
The Clone Wars Oct 01 2022 Young Jedi Knight Anakin Skywalker, his new Padawan Asohka, and his Master, Obi-Wan
Kenobi, are on a mission to rescue the kidnapped son of Jabba the Hutt. But Count Dooku and the Separatists also want to
rescue the baby Hutt -- because whoever succeeds in returning Jabba's son to him will gain the support of the Hutts in the war
between the Republic and the Separatists.
Star Wars. Clone Wars 1. Clone Wars Jul 18 2021 Der Aufbruch zu neuen fantastischen Welten! Im Kampf gegen die
Separatisten ruht die Hoffnung der Republik auf dem jungen Jedi-Ritter Anakin Skywalker, seiner Padawan Ahsoka und
Meister Obi-Wan Kenobi. Doch die Rebellen haben längst ein Netz aus Fallen und Intrigen gesponnen, um sie zu Fall zu
bringen ...
Wild Space: Star Wars Legends (The Clone Wars) Mar 14 2021 The Clone Wars have exploded across the galaxy as
Republic forces and Separatists struggle to gain the upper hand. But while the Jedi generals work tirelessly to defeat Count
Dooku and his rebels, Supreme Chancellor Palpatine is hatching his own dark plans. The Separatists have launched a sneak
attack on Coruscant. Obi-Wan Kenobi, wounded in battle, insists that Anakin Skywalker and his rookie Padawan Ahsoka leave
on a risky mission against General Grievous. But when Senator Bail Organa reveals explosive intelligence that could turn the
tide of war in the Republic’s favor, the Jedi Master agrees to accompany him to an obscure planet on the Outer Rim to verify
the facts. What Obi-Wan and Bail don’t realize is that they’re walking into a deadly trap concocted by Palpatine . . . and that
escape may not be an option. Inspired by the full-length animated feature film Star Wars: The Clone Wars and the brand-new
TV series, this thrilling adventure is filled with provocative, never-before-revealed insights into the characters of Obi-Wan,
Anakin, Padme, Yoda, Count Dooku, and many other Star Wars favorites. Features a bonus section following the novel that
includes a primer on the Star Wars expanded universe, and over half a dozen excerpts from some of the most popular Star
Wars books of the last thirty years!
Stealth: Star Wars Legends (Clone Wars Gambit) Nov 21 2021 Planet by planet, darkness creeps across the galaxy. Among
warriors and generals, among ordinary beings living in far-flung worlds, the fear will not go away: We are losing this war. . . .
Anakin Skywalker feels it, too. The Separatist Alliance, with ruthlessness and treachery, is beating the Republic to every
strategic target. But after a costly clash with General Grievous for the planet Kothlis, Anakin has a mission that will focus his
anxious mind. Alongside Obi-Wan Kenobi, he is posing as a long-lost native of Lanteeb, an impoverished world on the Outer
Rim. This seemingly unimportant planet has drawn the interest of the Seps—and Anakin and Obi-Wan soon discover the
disturbing reason: A scientist enslaved by General Lok Durd is drawing on Lanteeb’s one natural resource for a devastating

bioweapon. Now Anakin and Obi-Wan have entered the eye of a storm. Their presence has been exposed, Lok Durd’s plans
unveiled, and a fight has begun for survival behind enemy lines—and a chance of winning a war that must be fought at any
cost.
Star Wars: The Clone Wars Jun 24 2019 Bridging the gap between Episode II: Attack of the Clones and Episode III: Revenge
of the Sith, this storyline is exclusive to graphic novels. This is a must read for all serious Star Wars fans! While Anakin
Skywalker enjoys a brief respite from the Clone Wars (and a reunion with his secret wife Padme Amidala), Obi-Wan Kenobi
embarks on a "personal" mission to verify a rumour that the dark Jedi, Asajj Ventress, is still alive. Obi-Wan is becoming
obsessed, and he knows it. But the danger of flirting with the dark side is a risk he's willing take to save the person about
whom he cares most in the galaxy.
Star Wars Apr 02 2020 On the night-world of Nivek, Obi-Wan Kenobi and Anakin Skywalker must first overcome the
limitations of fighting in the dark before they can take on the dreaded Shadowmen! Meanwhile, Jedi Masters Mace Windu and
Saesee Tiin discover that push can come to shove when using the Force to fight battledroids. And, fresh from leading an
underwater assault against Separatist forces on the water planet of Mon Calamari, Jedi Master Kit Fisto and his remaining
clone troops reach the surface to find a new threat awaiting them!
Yoda: Dark Rendezvous: Star Wars Legends Feb 22 2022 As the Clone Wars rage, Jedi Master Yoda must once again face
one of his greatest adversaries: Count Dooku. . . . The savage Clone Wars have forced the Republic to the edge of collapse.
During the height of the battle, one Jedi Knight escapes the carnage to deliver a message to Yoda on Coruscant. It appears
that Dooku wants peace and demands a rendezvous. Chances are slim that the treacherous Count is sincere but, with a
million lives at stake, Yoda has no choice. The meeting will take place on Djun, a planet steeped in evil. The challenge could
not be more difficult. Can Yoda win back his once promising pupil from the dark side or will Count Dooku unleash his sinister
forces against his former mentor? Either way, Yoda is sure of one thing: this battle will be one of the fiercest he’ll ever face.
Legacy of the Jedi / Secrets of the Jedi Jun 04 2020 The first story follows four generations of Jedi, including Dooku, Qui-Gon
Jinn, Obi-Wan Kenobi, and Anakin Skywalker; and, when Obi-Wan and Siri fall in love, their relationship has unforeseen
consequences for generations to come.
No Prisoners: Star Wars Legends (The Clone Wars) Dec 23 2021 The Clone Wars rage on. As insurgent Separatists fight
furiously to wrest control of the galaxy from the Republic, Supreme Chancellor Palpatine cunningly manipulates both sides for
his own sinister purposes. Torrent Company’s Captain Rex agrees to temporarily relieve Anakin Skywalker of Ahsoka, his
ubiquitous–and insatiably curious–Padawan, by bringing her along on a routine three-day shakedown cruise aboard Captain
Gilad Pellaeon’s newly refitted assault ship. But the training run becomes an active–and dangerous–rescue mission when
Republic undercover agent Hallena Devis goes missing in the middle of a Separatist invasion. Dispatched to a distant world to
aid a local dictator facing a revolution, Hallena finds herself surrounded by angry freedom fighters and questioning the
Republic’s methods–and motives. Summoned to rescue the missing operative who is also his secret love, Pellaeon–sworn to
protect the Republic over all–is torn between duty and desire. And Ahsoka, sent in with Rex and six untested clone troopers to
extract Hallena, encounters a new and different Jedi philosophy, which shakes the foundation of her upbringing to the core. As
danger and intrigue intensify, the loyalties and convictions of all involved will be tested. . . .
Star Wars: Clone Wars Gambit - Siege Jun 16 2021 The second installment of a two-book Obi-Wan Kenobi and Anakin
Skywalker adventure, set against the backdrop of the Clone Wars! Obi-Wan Kenobi and Anakin Skywalker are trapped on the
Separatist controlled planet Lanteeb, on the run from General Lok Durd and his droid army. After being forced to abandon their
jerry-rigged groundcar they continue on foot, hunted, as they try to find a safe place to hide and regroup before escaping the
planet altogether. Eventually they seek shelter in a remote Lanteeban village, but the Separatists track them down. Now
they're under siege...and the little time they've bought themselves is running out.
Star Wars Jul 06 2020
The Lost Legion Nov 29 2019 Do you have what it takes to be a clone trooper in the Republic Army? In this "Decide Your
Destiny "story you can choose from multiple characters, such as medic, commander or demolitions expert, and dozens of
paths to create your own adventure. With over twenty-five different endings, every time you read the book itall be a whole new
adventure.
Forces of Darkness Nov 09 2020 Profiles the members of the Separatist forces allied against the Jedi during the Clone Wars,
including Count Dooku, General Grievous, and Asajj Ventress.
Shatterpoint Oct 28 2019 Master Mace Windu returns to his Separatist-occupied homeworld to investigate the disappearance
of his former Padawan, Depa Billaba, who had been working as an undercover agent.
Star Wars The Clone Wars Character Encyclopedia Jun 28 2022 Meet more than 350 incredible clones, Jedi, droids, bounty
hunters, and a host of other characters from Star Wars: The Clone Wars. What is the Bad Batch? Who inducted Ahsoka Tano
into the Jedi Order? Where does General Grievous keep a secret lair? Why does Captain Rex mutiny against his Jedi General
on Umbara? To learn the answers to these questions and more, look no further than Star Wars: The Clone Wars: Character
Encyclopedia - Join the Battle! Written by Star Wars expert Jason Fry, this illustrated encyclopedia features more than 350
incredible characters and teams, including Anakin Skywalker, Maul, Bo-Katan Kryze, and Clone Force 99. Perfect for fans of
all ages, Star Wars: The Clone Wars: Character Encyclopedia - Join the Battle! will enthrall readers for hours on end. © & TM
2021 Lucasfilm Ltd.
Star Wars: Clone Wars Adventures Vol. 1 Sep 07 2020 Inspired by the Cartoon Network’s Clone Wars cartoons, this series
uses the television show as a jumping-off point to tell new stories of heroism and villainy in the same stripped-down visual
style. On the night-world of Nivek, Obi-Wan Kenobi and Anakin Skywalker must first overcome the limitations of fighting in the

dark before they can take on the dreaded Shadowmen! Meanwhile, Jedi Masters Mace Windu and Saesee Tiin discover that
push can come to shove when using the Force to fight battledroids. And, fresh from leading an underwater assault against
Separatist forces on the water planet of Mon Calamari, Jedi Master Kit Fisto and his remaining clone troops reach the surface
to find a new threat awaiting them! Incredible action, hot art, and lightning-fast pacing are coming your way in this take on the
Star Wars galaxy!
The Clone Wars: Star Wars Jul 30 2022 Across the galaxy, the Clone Wars are raging. The Separatists, led by Count Dooku,
the onetime Jedi and now secret Sith Lord, continue to press forward, and more and more worlds are either falling, or seceding
and joining the cause. Under the leadership of Supreme Chancellor Palpatine, the Republic heroically battles on, championed
by its huge army of cloned soldiers and their Jedi generals. Anakin Skywalker, believed by some to be the prophesied
“Chosen One” destined to bring balance to the Force, is now a Jedi Knight under the tutelage of his Jedi Master, Obi-Wan
Kenobi. Death is a constant possibility–and his chances of survival aren’t improved by the unexpected arrival of an apprentice:
Ahsoka, a brash, inexperienced fourteen-year-old Padawan apprenticed to Anakin. But there’s no time for Anakin to question
his latest orders: He and Obi-Wan have been assigned a new mission, and failure is not an option. Jabba the Hutt’s precious
infant son has been kidnapped, and when the frantic parent applies to the Jedi for help, it falls to Anakin, Obi-Wan, Ahsoka,
and their clone troops to track down the evidence and retrieve the missing Huttlet. And more is at stake: For a grateful Jabba
just might allow the Republic access to the Hutt-controlled space lanes that the Grand Army desperately needs in order to beat
the Separatists into submission. But the Republic is not the only power that craves access to those space lanes. Count Dooku,
determined to win the prize for the Separatists, has set a trap for the Jedi. When they find the Huttlet, they will also find
Dooku’s master assassin, Asajj Ventress, and countless legions of battle droids waiting to spring a trap. The blazing new
animated feature film Star Wars: The Clone Wars takes place in the years preceding Star Wars: Episode III: Revenge of the
Sith and sets the stage for the groundbreaking TV series. Both contain all original material–direct from the brilliant imagination
of legendary Star Wars creator George Lucas. And these exciting new adventures and characters are being brought to life in
book form by none other than #1 New York Times bestselling Star Wars author Karen Traviss. Features a bonus section
following the novel that includes a primer on the Star Wars expanded universe, and over half a dozen excerpts from some of
the most popular Star Wars books of the last thirty years!
Star Wars: Clone Wars Volume 4:Light and Dark Sep 27 2019 The Jedi are taught to use the Force for good; to avail
themselves only to the light side. But the dark side can be a dangerous temptation to even the strongest Jedi, as Aayla Secura
learns when she battles former Jedi in training Aurra Sing, and Quinlan Vos discovers when he crosses swords with a true
master of the dark, Count Dooku. Set against the backdrop of the Clone Wars, this novel-length adventure is filled with
espionage, betrayal, and amazing lightsaber battles. It all begins with a dangerous undercover assignment that leads to—well,
we dare not reveal the shocking ending! A story that is sure to have Star Wars fans talking—and wondering whether the fate of
the Jedi lies in the light...or the dark. • This volume collects Star Wars: Republic #54-#63, Star Wars: Jedi—Aayla Secura, and
Star Wars: Jedi—Dooku.
Star Wars Nov 02 2022 The Jedi Knights lead the battle against a powerful droid army of separatists, while Anakin Skywalker
mentors his first Padawan, a girl named Ahsoka, while learning the skills of a warrior and becoming a hero of the Clone Wars,
in a novelization of a new television animated feature film and series. Original. (A Cartoon Network series, created by
Lucasfilm Animation, premiering August 2008) (Science Fiction)
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